Messages

In memory
of
Rosa

In memory of Rosa
“It brings back many memories of the conversations with her, of her ikaros, sopladas and
always happy and affectionate words.”
“She is always among us, because she leaves a giant legacy. And it is that legacy that must
be promoted, protected and disseminated.”
“Bless her memory and gratitude for your work together and contributions to the world.”
“Rosa remains for me this luminous and reassuring presence, this soft voice singing ‘ábrete
corazón’ in the sessions.”
“Many of us are grieving, also the jungle and so many patients whom she helped alleviate
and heal wounds.”
“What a beautiful energy Rosa brought to Takiwasi, all of sweetness and love. How much her
icaros sung with her beautiful crystalline voice guided my inner journeys.”
“I remember her precious accompaniment during my first stay in Takiwasi and her voice
singing her magnificent song ‘ábrete corazón’ but also her warm welcome during my following
stays. Saint Augustine is said to have said almost 20 centuries ago: ‘The dead are only truly
dead when there is no one left to think of them.’ In any case, I will keep her memory and her
warmth in my heart!
”Rosa was in my memories a beautiful soul, full of joy and tenderness.”
“I have the best memories of her during my time at Takiwasi.”
“I will keep memories of her of gentleness, competence, strength and availability. She also
leaves wonderful songs that travel around the world.”
“She had been a great help to me during some complicated sessions with her soothing songs
and her strengthening treatments.”
“We admire her a lot for her journey and trajectory, for the respect of the study and the
generosity with knowledge. And for the beautiful work she has done helping to make this
world a better place. For us she is a reference and inspiration.”
“I have wept for Rosa as I wept for my mother.”
“For us she was the soul of Takiwasi, a very great soul.”
“I send you all the love that Rosa opened in me.”
“It is through the tears that flow that I realize the immense privilege we had to be able to meet
Rosa. Her exceptional kindness, gentleness and dedication with which she helped me
through difficult times will forever remain a model throughout my life.”
“What memories, at the bottom of the hole, when she received me daily, in her office, while
her waiting room was full, taking all the time in the world to listen to me shed my tears. What
an exceptional woman Jacques. I don't think that in a lifetime, you meet many people like
her.”
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In memory of Rosa
“What an extraordinary woman! I am very grateful for having met her during my visits to
Takiwasi.”
“Dr. Rosa taught me a lot about life and I am grateful to have met her.”
“I carry Rosa in my memory and heart with the best memories of her and that will last forever.
Rosa was well appreciated by my wife and I, in the past we had quite a relationship, leaving a
deep mark on our hearts.”
“Rosa, unforgettable person.”
“The vision of her will always be with all of us! Spheres of Gratitude and Love towards Her!
I remember Rosa as a beautiful person, who impressed me with her commitment and her
kindness.”
“I have so much gratitude for her. So much joy to have known her.”
“Rosa was a luminous person, whose gentleness and liveliness made a big impression on
me. Takiwasi remains a founding experience for me, of which I keep a host of beautiful
memories. Of course, Rosa was one of them. Although in the end I only came across her
during her existence, she had remained a small star lodged somewhere in my interior, and it
will remain so.”
“So many memories as a patient, a seminarian, a dieter... Rosa will remain in our hearts
forever, she touched so many people with her kindness, dedication and gentleness. She
remains a great ‘curandera’ for me and she will be greatly missed.”
“Memory filled with gratitude for what I received from her. I imagine Rosa in the realization of
her poem ábrete corazón!”
“Of all my fortuitous encounters during almost 40 years of constant visits to Latin America, I
can assure you that Rosa is and will continue to be one of the people who has amazed me
the most.”
“Her extraordinary service to health for many of us and her affection for all be for her a
renewed experience in the afterlife.”
“I keep precious memories of her, her vitality and her love for the universe.”
“She undoubtedly leaves an indelible mark on all of us, a legacy that lives on in our hearts
that had the blessing of being touched by her sweet voice. I remember her with great respect
and affection.”
“We are certain that Rosa continues to sing for the world, for all of us, for Takiwasi.
She radiated a great sweetness and mastery of her art...”
“I thank Rosa for everything she has given me and us during our stays in Takiwasi; A great
lady!”
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In memory of Rosa
“I keep Rosa's smile as an indelible imprint, her piercing and radiant gaze and her care, so
protective and nurturing as a woman healer. This image that comes to mind during Rosa's
treatment where I saw a flock of little birds dancing on her arms and coming to sing to me
about life...”
“I remember Rosa during a dinner at the end of a session as a woman of Faith, Faith in the
strength of her words and in her smile.”
“Rosa has gone through this life with accomplishments towards others that make her
unforgettable.”
“So you decided to leave this world after having offered so much of your, your knowledge,
your kindness, a life of crazy richness; in fact you gave everything. You have now arrived at
the "Great Garden" according to the expression of my mother who assured me that it was an
idyllic place invaded by flowers and enchanting plants where there is only harmony and
serenity. Not everyone has immediate access to it, the selection is strict but concerning you,
there is no doubt that you were immediately welcomed with open arms. Knowing you, I can
already imagine you discovering this magical place with your swift and swaying gait
accompanied by this smile of rare kindness that will light up the faces of those who will have
the happiness of crossing you.”
“I remember Rosa as a woman full of energy and good feelings, she will be remembered by
many people and she will have marked the Center with her beneficial presence.”
“My deepest gratitude and tribute to Rosa for her legacy, I always admired her beautiful
sensitivity and her enormous professional work. Something that I particularly remember was
her soft energy in the ayahuasca sessions where I was lucky enough to participate and where
Rosa established with you a kind of perfect balance, a "round" universe, allowing a dimension
of home and love, which drained a lot peace and trust. And that allowed us, the participants,
to continue our journey with ayahuasca.”
“Her beautiful voice sang for me in memory. She was a very special lady with a great heart
and a beautiful smile…”
“She left an undying mark!”
“The few exchanges that I had with her and the care that she lavished on me are moments
that remain etched in my memory. She exuded a lot of light, benevolence, strength and
knowledge.”
“All of us who have been with her will always thank her from the bottom of our hearts.”
“It is an immense loss and the emptiness of it will be irreplaceable. How not to remember her
ikaros and the wonderful energy that surrounded her.”
“Rosa was for me an extraordinary person whose songs she sang to me during the
ceremonies at Takiwasi remain for me memories of an unforgettable resonance.”
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In memory of Rosa
“Vuela vuela sui sui, this ikaro accompanies souls like a bird. May the wings of the most
beautiful birds of the Amazon accompany her on her last journey. Peace to her soul, she who
was goodness incarnate. Thank you Rosa for your teachings, care and compassion.”
“Her laugh, her determination and her generosity are gifts that live in me.”
“Rosa knew how to touch me, as she touched many souls and helped so many people.”
“She will leave an indelible memory for everyone. Great person, doctor and healer.”
“I greatly appreciated Rosa's support during the ceremonies and will never forget her.”
“I am from the heart, Rosa opened hers for me and marked my path. Immense gratitude to
have known her. She is a beacon in my life.”
“I have a lot of love, consideration, respect for Rosa, who gave so much of herself to heal
those who suffer, and to open sick hearts.”
“Rosa is one of the people who helped me make me the person I am today and I always feel
a lot of gratitude when I think of her.”
“She was an exceptional woman. I was lucky enough to receive her teachings and will try to
be worthy of them, I had the greatest admiration for her. Her ikaro ábrete corazón is one of
those I learned to sing to my daughter in the evening, I will never forget it. She who supported
me in distress when no one did.”
“She was for me an extraordinary woman, so complete, so gifted, endowed with such a warm
heart. Her presence was luminous, radiant whatever the circumstances.”
“She left us with the memory of a luminous, generous, discreet and dynamic woman.”
“A woman of Light and Beauty. A true Mother, a Doctor so present and so good, a Healer so
connected... She is the Guardian Angel for all those who met her and will always live in their
Hearts.”
“Rosa has dedicated her life to helping and healing others, and there are many of us around
the world who are immensely grateful to her.”
“I thank God for her life given to the service of the brothers, especially the most wounded.”
“Abrete Corazón: I remember the first time I heard the ikaro in Takiwasi. The first time my
heart was truly touched. I will never forget her. The tenderness of this woman.”
“Her ‘Marian’ love, her kindness, her comforting smile and her voice which will continue, well
beyond anything, to sing for a long, long time in my ear "ábrete corazón"... that, for me, is
Rosa.”
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In memory of Rosa
“I will be eternally grateful to Dr. Rosa, who at the worst moment of my life gave me so much
help and changed my life forever and for the better. The only ayahuasca session I have had
in my life was with Dr. Rosa and, frankly, she gave me back my life and transformed my
Heart. She will always be in my heart with great affection and I will keep her in mind as an
example of love, courage and service to God.”
“Rosa's soul will continue to fill our meditation spaces with her wisdom and particular cultural
mix that I am sure contributed to the well-being of so many.”
“Rosa was an extraordinary woman, a rare “sword” as we say in my family. His presence was
magnificent.”
“Rosa's ikaros that we had the chance to listen to will remain in our memory.”
“She was a teacher to me in many ways, as well as a mother figure and wise counselor.”
“Rosa must be remembered with all that she gave, all the love and light that she shared.”
“Our Rosa Mistica left with Our Lady, I sang, prayed for her. I have so much gratitude for her.
So much joy to have known her.”
“I would like to thank her for having created this center and for having given us all this love
which has allowed most of us to overcome our problems and our sufferings. I'm sure we are
all grateful to Rosa in our prayers to be with her.”
“The impression she left on me was one of great respect for her work and a contagious
vitality.”
“I was impressed with the strength and clarity of her arguments in favor of entheogenic
healing. We'll miss her.”
“Rosa was dear to my heart. I will never forget how I was so touched by her singing and her
voice. In a vision, her voice had been that of the Virgin Mary in a Nativity that appeared in the
maloca, with the participants dressed in white representing the shepherds who had come to
adore the child Jesus. It was the beginning of my conversion. And Ábrete Corazón has
always been for me the song of consolation, of the opening of the heart, of the Love of God. I
imagine that many of us are his adopted children, I see us all singing together in her honor,
accompanied by our angels.”
“We are remembering and celebrating the selfless and compassionate spirit-work, body-work,
and mind-work that Rosa perform in ceremony, including the ceremony of living your lives
each day on that journey. We cherish deeply and eternally those we choose to spend our
lives with: the roots and canopies of our interbeings reaching out, reaching in, the leaves
speaking with the passing winds, the flowers, beautiful, welcoming portals across species, the
life-giving and -sustaining heartwood, the boughs and trunk supporting the whole, and the
bark protecting us, giving us good medicines and a place for other species to commune with
us. ”
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In memory of Rosa
“I remember Rosa as a luminous woman, both gentle and at the same time strong and
independent, who shone with her humanity and her ability to give of herself without worrying
about receiving. She is one of those people who help make the world a better place and I
think her time on Earth has been well spent for that purpose.”
“I have kept the memory of a dynamic, warm and luminous person who certainly lit the road
for everyone she met.”
“We had a lot of affection, respect and admiration for her.”
“I keep a bright memory of her. With her peaceful and serene voice, she offered us a song of
peace!”
“Beautiful memories come back to me from the luminous presence of her soul.”
“It has been an honor to have known her.”
“Rosa was a radiant woman, very intelligent, she had a rich and efficient life, she gave of
herself without restriction in her family, in her profession and for Takiwasi.”
I” was very moved to learn of Rosa's departure, which will have marked so many human lives
having crossed her path. I like to think that in the mystery of the other life, we take with us all
the love of those who love us and have loved us. And if we add to that all the gratitude of
those we took care of, Rosa was undoubtedly entitled to a few luggage carriers...”
“A wonderful being has undertaken his flight, may she fly high, very high, accompanied by
beings of Light, her ancestors and the condors and hummingbirds of the sacred mountains
that saw her born. Happy and light journey, dear sister and healer!!!”
“She was a wonderful Lady and I know she will be greatly missed by all who knew her. When
I think of Rosa, I can still hear her beautiful voice singing an ikaro. I know she has been an
inspiration to many and she can leave this world content with her legacy.”
“Rosa was truly exceptional. There are memories you don't forget.”
“Every day I feel more grateful for what I have learned, especially regarding the mystery of
life and death. I am sure that the kindness with which Rosa behaved in her life will
accompany her in this transition.”
She appeared to me as a deep and generous person.
Yesterday, in our garden we planted roses. I put one in the ground in honor of Rosa. It is the
rosebush of apothecaries, the one with which care is done. It was chance that it was this one.
She offered us her soft and luminous presence.
For me, she will always be a great Lady, I would even say a great soul. So strong and at the
same time so soft, so generous. I still remember her support when I came in great distress. I
also remember the softness of her ikaros that accompanied us in the middle of a storm during
the Ayahuasca sessions.
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In memory of Rosa
“I can only imagine the best for her future in the other world after a life of service to the sick.”
“I am extremely grateful for your support of sweet mother, Rosa.”
“Dra Rosa was a very special person to me, and meeting her and sharing these unique
moments with her meant a lot to me. I remember her very well and hold her in great esteem.
Her lessons, goodwill, generosity, devotion to others, faith and love, live on all who were
touched by her work, her care and her friendship.”
“I want to express the great admiration and affection I felt for her. I felt a strong current of
empathy between us. Her dear Ábrete Corazón has accompanied me many times...”
“She was a great Lady who leaves a magnificent legacy both in her ikaros songs and in her
care and fights for the recognition of traditional Peruvian medicine.”
“A great Lady has left to join other skies. She was one of the most important people we met
on our journey both on a human and spiritual level. Doctor, healer and co-founder of the
Takiwasi center, she has worked tirelessly for the research and recognition of traditional
Peruvian medicine. She received many magnificent "ikaros" (healing songs) including "Ábrete
corazón" the best known. Thank you Rosa for everything, rest in peace, your songs and your
soul will continue to resonate in our hearts.”
“She was a very spiritual woman, who helped people.”
“I was thinking about the beautiful ikaros she had received and sung, her workshops and
talks, her late arrival, her quick and at the same time present way of arriving and being there,
her smile, that feminine-maternal function that she incorporated in an almost paradigmatic
way and in which perhaps she forgot a little about herself... or found herself? The beautiful
and the tragic, life in its clarity and in its confusion, the presence and lack of it. Surely Rosa
had her very own way of being in the world, her own access to the mystery and – in short –
her own way and time to leave. A Hallelujah for and to that special woman… Rise high and fly
free, dear Rosa!”
“Her ikaros have accompanied me so often!”
“As a timeless gift, I will keep, accompanied by my wife and my 3 children, this magnificent
Ikaro that we have been singing every evening as a lullaby for almost 8 years... Ábrete
Corazón. I remember her...”
“As I wandered towards the toilets, close to the maloca, I saw her arrive with an ordinary
plastic bag in her hand containing her ceremonial clothes, jump into the shower and come out
all dressed up for her 2nd evening job. I, who dreaded this ceremony, seeing her so simply
getting ready after a day's work, as if she was going to a yoga class, allowed me to play down
my vision of medicine, of the ceremony, a change in perception that still helps a lot today...
Goodbye Rosa, happy to have crossed your path, to keep a beautiful impression of you for
life... Thank you.”
“Rosa must be remembered with all that she gave, all the love and light that she shared. May
wherever, she is, continue to comfort us with the memory of her.”
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In memory of Rosa
“Her love, her maternal affection, her strong presence have been for me more than a light to
get out of the darkness in which I was in my life. Rosa is one of the most special people I
have had the chance to meet in my life and I keep a place in my heart for her.”
“It was an honor spending time with Rosa and all of you. That experience has had a profound
effect on my life. There is a song that came to me while mourning her departure:
‘When you were born you cried and the world rejoiced.
Live your life so that when you die the world cries and you rejoice’.
I share it with you in tribute to this great lady whose self-sacrifice and humility I was able to
perceive.”
“Although we reasonably know that no one is eternal on this earth, there are beings who have
a strength and a power that we imagine them to be, unconsciously of course, immortal. Rosa,
for me, unconsciously, was one of those people.”
“The words gratitude, heart and kindness come to mind.”
“I keep in my heart her voice and her soft and strong energy.”
“Her songs are teachings of the highest spiritual energy renewed several times a week like a
real prayer. Thank her for that.”
“I know that everything I owe to Takiwasi, I also owe to Rosa. She was very important to me.”
“I keep her voice in my heart.”
“I keep deep in my heart so many moments of exchange with Rosa. She was a Beautiful
Soul.”
“I keep the memory of a woman so warm and available to others.”
“We have images that come back to us of what we shared, her little attentions, the protection
during a session... These moments will remain engraved in our hearts.”
“I recognized in her face the depth of a soul, and I appreciated her beauty and gentle power.”
“I remember Rosa singing Ábrete Corazón and how her voice was presence, sweetness.”
“The world has lost a great healer and a kind person.”
“Rosa was so special... She left an indelible mark on me especially during the ayahuasca
sessions that I had the chance to experience alongside her. What a gift for my soul...”
“With this marvelous woman who was Rosa, it is a precious part of humanity that goes away.
We listen almost every week to his unique interpretation of "ábrete corazón" and we will
never stop honoring her memory.”
“Rosa's teachings, so important to me, resonate very strongly in my heart. I keep her very
present on a daily basis.”
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In memory of Rosa
“I have warm memories of her, a very nice person, her voice literally transported me during
the sessions in Peru.”
“I came back enriched by your multiple attentions and presence, including that of Rosa, such
a good soul, who had fully touched me with her discreet strength going straight to the point.
I have a nice memory of her, really...”
“If Rosa doesn't transition into the light quickly, who else among us will? Rosa has served the
Lord all her life.”
“She, Rosa, ‘the Pachamama’ who rocked me with her songs during the Ayahuasca
ceremony, and animated my shamanic soul…”
“Through her ikaros, she evoked such humanity and soft femininity, that I could feel her
fortitude.”
“I keep strong memories of a powerful and generous soul and a heart at the service of his
brothers and sisters of humanity. The image I have of her is also that of the first time I saw
her: In the maloka, she arrived dressed in civilian clothes with a multi-pocket vest, a bit
speedy after her day's work and still solicited by her cell phone, … and seconds later, she
was quietly lined up and ready to offer her healing gifts in ceremony. Gratitude to this
beautiful soul!”
“I remember with great affection that you told me ‘take care child’.”
“Dr. Rosita, so much light and her message so powerful in her songs.”
“Dr. Rosa, doctor of the body and soul.”
“Praise God for her life and for everything she shared, I am so grateful.”
“Thank you doña Rosa for the light you gave us.”
“So much work and service contributed to our humanity!”
“Rosa knew how to pave the way, open our hearts and understanding, share her knowledge.”
“Infinite gratitude for the life of that beautiful being, her teaching and her songs forever!”
“I’m grateful for her great contribution to the world.”
“Dr. Rosa came on this earth to bring healing to so many people.”
“A big heart left.”
“Rosa, you gave me so much without even knowing it.”
“Life full of Life, where there is no place for the word death but only as a step to life itself.”
“A star in the sky will shine for all of us now. Thank you very much Rosa for all your immense
work and legacy.”
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In memory of Rosa
“I got to know the experienced professional closely, since she was my neighbor and we went
to her office many times looking for healing.”
“We lose a very very special person with a giant legacy.”
“Magnificent woman. A great person. An extraordinary person. I learned a lot from you.”
“God bless her for all the light and love she has given to all people!!”
“She was an earthly angel who came with a mission to help human beings!!! Thank you,
thank you, thank you, doctor Rosa for all the support you gave my son, we will never forget
you...”
“Dr. Rosa Giove I was lucky to be your patient and receive through you blessings for my
healing process. You were also key in the healing process of my beloved husband, whom you
attended with love and devotion...”
“Thank you so much for helping us open our hearts.”
“Vuela vuela Sui Sui. Beautiful Ikaros that accompany you on this glorious route that is the
place that belongs to you, for all the benefits of social and therapeutic work developed. An
emblem of our alternative and traditional medicine.”
“Doctor Rosa Giove, matriarch, healing spirit and light on the path for those of us who were
lucky enough to meet her and bathe our souls with the beauty of her song.”
“A great doctor, a great teacher, left us.”
“The universe today is more beautiful than ever with your return to the eternal womb, you will
shine for all eternity. Thank you for delivering wisdom, love and having taught so many that
the time is today.”
“I celebrate Rosa in full beauty that opened my heart when I needed it most. Deep thanks,
dear Master.”
“Beautiful singer and healer.”
“Oh¡¡¡ Mother Ikariana, Rose of the winds, Mother Mother....that's how I remember you, and
your voice illuminated by mapachos...and your Light approaching my bosom full of
waters....oh Rosa! you open our hearts... you open our feelings...”
“In the Hanaqpacha you are received by grandmothers, grandfathers, achachilas, Tecce Illa
Wiracocha and the amautas whom you honored so much. Your song has grown has become
infinite. Rosita, my heart opened my feeling opened just today...”
“I remember Rosa's loving ikaros during my encounter with Mother Ayahuasca. A huge loss
for humanity!”
“An angel who fulfilled her mission and returns to heaven...”
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In memory of Rosa
“This eternal strength and gentleness that she embodies have always touched me.”
“Huge gratitude for all the light, love and healing she offered to the world during her time on
this earth.”
“What a great woman forever in my memory.”
“A great legacy of humility as a professional helping those most in need.”
“A thousand thanks for her commitment, for her humanity, for her generosity, for her care and
for teaching me to reopen my heart. An advanced teacher, without a doubt!!!! I keep with
great affection her teachings, her songs and her quality as a person, a great teacher of life!”
“Great professional Dr. Giove. She contributed a lot with her knowledge and understanding of
Amazonian traditions.”
“She dedicated her life to treating thousands of drug addicts from several countries. An
outstanding fighter.”
“An exceptional being.”
“I pay tribute and celebrate the life, teaching and example of Dr. Rosa Giove, mother,
grandmother, master healer, good friend and woman with a big heart, with infinite talents.”
“A true warrior and spiritual doctor.”
“The flame that she left burning will never go out...”
“I will remember her warm accompaniments.”
“Great Medicine Woman.”
“A woman full of wisdom and with that unique altruism.”
“Doctor Rosa, great teacher. I will never forget her teachings, her voice, her light.”
“Thank you great Lady for having been able to accompany us to open our hearts.”
“Resound in the heart of the heart, in unison, the songs of Rosa, eternal presences.”
“Oh Rosa, your ikaros are engraved in my soul, beautiful soul peace.”
“I keep the imprint of Rosa's arms which comforted me so much.”
“I will remember you and what you taught me all my life.”
“A limitless legacy of a unique angel.”
“Your ‘Ábrete Corazón’ is a portal for the healing of the soul.”
“Eternal gratitude for the voice and work of Rosa, medicine woman.”
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In memory of Rosa
“Rosa was a cog in this adventure of Takiwasi which made it possible to preserve the
medicine of Amazonian indigenous peoples and to register it as a heritage. Thank you Rosa
your memory is etched in the history of indigenous peoples.”
“Thank you for all you gave us. Your beautiful Medicine and Songs.”
“I join my sisters and colleagues in paying tribute to the quality of presence of this great lady.”
“My granddaughter is named Amelia after you. My family loves you Rose. Always in our
heart.”
“She has been a mother to all the doctors in San Martín.”
“Dr. Rosa was both incredibly strong and gentle. I still hear her voice-Ikaros in my heart,
nearly 18 years after I first heard it. Such a labor of love...”
“I know you will always be close, in the eyes of the owl, in the howling of the wind...”
“Woman of Knowledge and Eternal Wisdom.”
“She left many pleasant impressions on people; I am deeply grateful for everything she gave
me...”
“I can only remember with emotion your song which still touches me 20 years later ‘Ábrete
corazón’. You have opened your heart to many suffering souls.”
“Dr. Giove's ikaros are a delight for the soul.”
“Ábrete Corazón... your IKARO will never die, it will be eternal just like your SPIRIT.”
“Thank you for opening my heart. My gratitude will be endless.”
“Commander, friend, teacher, I will miss your smile that radiated security and fullness.”
“She came on Tuesdays with her myths and profound teachings. One week I was on a diet in
the house. Unable to attend her class, she came to me.”
“I remember from my various visits to Takiwasi her benevolence, her gentleness and the
beautiful presence of a woman with a big heart, a bright and soothing smile, and also the
good care received from the doctor.”
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Tarapoto, Marzo del 2022

